POST ANT L2 Ml POST ANT FIGURE 7. Dynamic changes in impulse initiation induced by autonomic interventions. Three different patterns of impulse initiation and corresponding changes in heart rate and ECC P waves in one dog are shown in panels A, B, and C. Control conditions resulting from pentobarbital anesthesia are shown m panel B. Dominant impulse origin occurred at the superior cavo-appendicular junction posterolaterally. Panel A shows that the dominant site of origin has moved to the anterior SVC, with a corresponding increase in heart rate (HR) to 204 due to systemic infusion of isoproterenol. Panel C demonstrates shift in the dominant site of origin infenorly, with a decrease in rate secondary to vagal stimulation. In each case, note the correspondence betiueen the O-point in the ASM and the site<s) of primary negativity in the PDM. Also, note the distinctly different morphology of the lead 2 P wave associated with the different patterns of impulse origin.
SUMMARY. We examined the onset of atrial epicardial excitation by recording unipolar potentials from 360 electrodes arranged in templates affixed to the superior vena cava and right atrium in dogs. Both activation sequence and potential distribution maps were obtained for the period of impulse origin beginning before the surface P wave and continuing through the first 15-20 msec of atrial depolarization. The activation maps demonstrated impulse origin from multiple widely separated sites, resulting in two to three individual wavefronts that merged to form a single widely disseminated wavefront spread over a 50 x 20 mm area by 10-15 msec. Atrial potential maps obtained for the same time periods revealed multiple sites of primary negativity corresponding to the points of impulse origin in the activation maps. The potential distributions and evolution of these maps also indicated the presence of multiple wavefronts originating from widely separated locations, and suggested an extensively dispersed source of impulse origin. One of these sites at the superior cavo-appendicular junction corresponded to the rostral portion of the sinus node and the site of classical unifocal origin. Additional sites of impulse origin and primary negativity distant to the sinus node were noted either concurrently in the same map or in other maps associated with different patterns of impulse initiation. Classical physiological and pharmacological interventions were used to alter adrenergjc and cholinergic input to the atrium, and resulted in coincident changes of both the patterns of impulse origin and heart rate. In addition, we examined spontaneous changes in the patterns of impulse initiation which accompanied beat-tobeat changes in cycle length (sinus arrhythmia). There was close agreement between activation and potential maps over the entire steady state and dynamic range of impulse origin. The data can be explained by the concept of a widely distributed system of functionally differentiated but coordinated atrial pacemakers. (Circ Res 54: 332-347, 1984) SINCE the original studies of Stannius (1852), Gaskell (1884) , Keith and Flack (1907) , Lewis et al. (1910 Lewis et al. ( , 1914 , and Eyster and Meek (1914) , it has been assumed that the cardiac impulse arises in a small region within the sinus node (SN) from which it is conducted to the rest of the heart. It is often assumed that-under normal physiological conditions-impulse formation is restricted to the SN, because it possesses the highest degree of automaticity (Bonke, 1980) . Finally, it is postulated that, after the SN, the most active pacemakers are located in the atriovenrricular node (AVN), and, thereafter, in the specialized ventricular conduction system Eyster and Meek, 1921) .
The traditional concepts of a unifocal origin of the cardiac impulse and the order of pacemaker hierarchy have been challenged in early studies by Erlanger and Blackman (1907) and Jaeger (1910) , and, more recently, by Sealy et al. (1973 Sealy et al. ( , 1979 Sealy et al. ( , 1980 , Jones et al. (1978 Jones et al. ( , 1980 , Randall et al. (1981 Randall et al. ( , 1982 , Schuessler et al. (1980) , and Boineau et al. (1980a) . In contrast to the unifocal SN theory of impulse initiation, we reported a multicentric origin (MCO) of the atrial depolarization wave in dogs (Boineau et al., 1978 (Boineau et al., , 1980b . We found that during one spontaneous depolarization cycle, impulses were simultaneously initiated from up to three widely separated sites. From these distributed sites originated multiple depolarization waves, which merged to form a single wave by 10-15 msec. In addition to the stable pattern of mulrifocal origin, changes in heart rate or dynamic beat-to-beat changes in cycle length, resembling sinus arrhythmia, were associated with changes in the site of impulse origin and in the pattern of global atrial depolarization. These changes in initiating conditions were characterized by exchanging dominance between the same pacemaker sites noted to depolarize simultaneously during MCO at other intermediate heart rates. Extranodal atrial sites usually dominated the AV nodal sites, and also dominated the SN at high and low rates. Lewis et al. (1910 Lewis et al. ( , 1914 recorded electrograms from the atrial epicardium and described the site of earliest potential (primary) negativity, which he ascribed to the location of the atrial pacemaker. Cra-mer et al. (1977 Cra-mer et al. ( , 1978 recorded extracellular diastolic potentials from the right atrial surface in rabbits and dogs and related these to the depolarization of the SN pacemaker. Hariman et al. (1980) also recorded these epicardial pacemaker potentials and found that they coincided with the areas of earliest activation and primary negativity. Spach and co-workers (1969) reported the use of atrial equipotential distribution maps to describe the processes of atrial depolarization and repolarization in dogs. Their studies suggested that the region of primary negativity of artificially paced depolarizations and the position of the wavefront at all subsequent instants could be determined accurately from analysis of atrial potential distribution maps.
In this study, our aims were (1) to describe the potential distribution at the time of spontaneous early atrial depolarization, (2) to compare potential distribution maps with activation sequence maps and determine the accuracy with which the latter reflected the site and time of early atrial activity, and (3) to obtain insight into the mechanism of multicenrric origin.
Methods

Definitions and Descriptions
1. Activation time (t n = -dV/dt^). Figure 1C : time of local depolarization of epicardium beneath each electrode as determined from instantaneous peak negative derivative.
2. Activation sequence maps (ASM). Figure 1A : one ASM represents a period of time displayed as a series of successive time zones. The boundaries between each zone ap-
FIGURE 1. Comparisons between activation sequence and potential distribution maps and electrograms. Panel A shows an activation sequence map (ASM) in which the different zipitone patterns represent three different time zones: the central black zone repesents the site of earliest activation (to). This point is indicated on the electrogram recorded from position 2 in panel C The location of the activation fronts at 5 and 10 msec are represented by the outer boundaries of the zipitone patterns corresponding to these times. Panel B shows the potential distribution map (PDM) for the 5-msec instant. The white zone represents the zone of early negativity in which voltages are less than -0.2 mV. The dark zone represents positive potentials greater than +0.2 mV. The gray zone indicates areas in which the positive and negative potentials are between -0.2 and +0.2 mV. In this and subsequent figures, the gray zone also represents the area covered by the right atrial electrode templates. The position of the 5-msec isochrone or wavefront is also indicated on the PDM by the dotted line. In the PDM, the zone of transition between the positive and negative potentials (arrows) has progressed further than, or leads, the position of the isochrone at 5 msec. As indicated in panel C, primary negativity (t-J in the PDM occurred 4 msec before time zero in the ASM Primary negativity in the PDM also appeared at a different location (position I) adjacent to the site of t 0 in the ASM Thus, /_" in the PDM and t, in the ASM did not correspond exactly spatially and temporally. The arrow pointing to the electrogram recorded from electrode position 3 indicates the time (5 msec) of local activation at this site.
Finally, f_ p occurred 9 msec before and t, occurred 5 msec before visible onset of the amplified P wave in lead 2 (L2) of the ECC.
proximate the instantaneous location of the wavefronts (isochrones) at 5, 10, msec, etc. The isochrones at these instants are approximated by interpolation.
3. Potential distribution maps (PDM). Figure IB : in contrast to an ASM, a PDM demonstrates the distribution of the potential fields at a specific instant in early atrial depolarization. A series of maps is required to demonstrate a sequence of depolarization times. As in ASM, emphasis is focused on early atrial depolarization associated with the sites of early potential negativity. No attempt was made to construct a zero potential line. In the PDM, the location of the depolarization wavefront coincides with the zone of positive-negative transition where this zone is sharply defined.
4. Origin point(s) (0-point or to). Figure 1 , A and C 2 : site or sites of earliest activation time (-dV/dtonvM) in an ASM. 5. Multicentric origin (MCO) . Two or more sites of depolarization onset in one ASM, separated by 1 cm or more, resulting in two or more individual expanding wavefronts which ultimately collide. Multicentric origin can be simultaneous, with all activation at time zero, or asynchronous, with a slight phase difference of 1-5 msec between two sites. Multicentric origin can be stable for prolonged periods up to 120 minutes, or can exhibit dynamic change spontaneously, or as a result of experimental interventions.
6. Primary negativity (tv ) . Figure lCi : a negative deflection in a unipolar atrial electrogram (< -0.2 mV and having a -dV/dt > 25 mV/sec) not preceded by a positive deflection due to atrial activity (Hariman et al., 1980) . 7. Multiple sites of primary negativity. Figures 4 and 5: two or more sites as described above separated by 1 cm or greater.
8. Secondary negativity. Figure 1C 2 : any negative voltage occurring after earlier positivity at the same site, as well as the expanding negative field proceeding from the site of primary negativity. Thus, this refers to the onset and progression of epicardial breakthrough. 9. Activation dynamics. Changes in the sites of earliest activation and the pattern of subsequent depolarization which coincide with changes in heart rate due to a change in autonomic state. These changes represent exchanging dominance among widely separated sites of earliest activation, which, from the atrial surface, appear to be competing pacemakers. Each different pattern of activation is associated with a different P wave morphology.
Experimental Protocol
Forty-three mongrel dogs weighing between 20 and 25 kg were anesthetized with 35 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium or 0.15 mg/kg fentanyl citrate, intravenously (iv). Depth of anesthesia was maintained with a continuous iv infusion of pentobarbital sodium (2 mg/min) or fentanyl citrate (0.0107 mg/min). Ventilation was maintained with a Harvard respiration pump. The lead 2 electrocardiogram (ECG), systemic blood pressure, and right atrial pressure were monitored. A median sternotomy was performed, and the heart cradled in the pericardium. The right thoracic cardiac nerves and the right cervical vagosympathetic trunk (VST) were dissected and identified (Mizeres, 1955; Randall and Armour, 1977) . The sinus node artery (SNA) was dissected and cannulated by the method of James and Nadeau(1962) .
Two lightweight flexible Silastic templates, consisting of a grid of 360 fixed-location electrodes, were affixed to the posterior and anterior right atrium (RA) and superior vena cava (SVC). A bipolar reference electrode was affixed to the left atrial appendage. Figure 2 illustrates the RA epicardial anatomy with approximate positions of the SN and SNA (panel A) and the grid of electrodes (panel B). One hundred twenty epicardial unipolar potentials were recorded simultaneously from the center set (set 1) of the two grids; set 1 contained over 95% of all observed sites of impulse origin determined from a previously studied group of 132 dogs (Boineau et al., 1983) . The second and third sets of 120 potentials were recorded during subsequent cardiac cycles. The reference electrogram and standard ECG leads 1, 2, and 3 were recorded simultaneously with each set. Data were collected, processed, and displayed, by means of a 128-channel digital data system. With an external switchbox to switch the inputs of the three sets, atrial electrograms were recorded at a gain of 200 and a frequency response of 0.1-400 Hz through buffer amplifiers with an input impedance of 10" Q. The 120 channels were configured in a unipolar mode with a buffered left leg signal as the indifferent negative input. Each channel was digitized continuously at a rate of 1000 samples/sec with 12-bit resolution (Boineau et al., 1983) .
Creation of Changes in Atrial Activation and Cycle Length
To produce changes in sinus cycle length between 250 and 1000 msec with minimal changes in blood pressure, we subjected all dogs to one or more of the following autonomic perturbations: (1) sympathetic nerve stimulation, (2) parasympathetic nerve stimulation, (3) infusion of an adrenergic agonist (isoproterenol) systemically or via the SNA, (4) infusion of a cholinergic antagonist (atropine), and/or (5) infusion of a /3-adrenergic antagonist (propranolol). The stellate cardiac nerve or the posterior ansa subclavia was chosen for sympathetic nerve stimulation; the thoracic vagus nerve or the cervical VST was chosen for parasympathetic nerve stimulation. Nerves were stimulated (selected frequencies from 3 to 15 Hz; 0.5-3.0 mA; 2-msec pulse width duration) for at least 30 seconds to allow stabilization of cycle length before data were recorded. Data then were recorded between a 30second and 1-minute period after stabilization. Isoproterenol (4 jig/ml), atropine (1-2 mg), or propranolol (4-8 mg) was infused systemically via the femoral vein. Isoproterenol was infused directly into the SNA (via a Harvard infusion pump) in increasing concentrations ranging from 10~1 0 to 10"* M. Data were collected between a 30-second and a 1-minute period after stabilization of the maximum change in cycle length. The heart was allowed to return to control cycle length between interventions. Both ASM and PDM were obtained for control (sinus) rhythm and for each of the conditions resulting from the perturbations employed (an average of six sets of maps per dog).
Stimulation Protocol
Artificial atrial pacing was performed to assess the effect on the activation pattern and potential distribution of either single or multiple stimuli delivered to known atrial sites. In six dogs, first unifocal, then bifocal stimuli were applied to the right atrial epicardial surface. Initially, threshold was determined, and constant 2-msec current pulses were applied at twice threshold current. Before stimulation, the sites of spontaneous impulse origin were determined, and the electrical stimuli were applied to these same areas. With unifocal stimulation, the site of pacing was on the SVC adjacent to the cavo-appendicular junc- (BB) . Activation sequence and potential distribution maps are displayed on these silhouettes in subsequent figures. Panel B demonstrates the locations of the 360-template electrode terminals in relation to the right atrial silhouettes. The distribution of the three sets of 120 simultaneously recorded electrodes are indicated numerically by 1, Z 3. Note that set 1 covers tissue at the SVC-RA junction both anteriorly and posteriorly. The interelectrode distance in groups 1 and 2 is 2.5 mm. Panel C shows several digitized unipolar waveforms. The top electrogram demonstrates primary negativity whereas all the other waveforms show initial positivity followed by secondary negativity. tion (Fig. 3A ). Another unifocal stimulus was delivered to the site of a second spontaneous 0-point at the inferior aspect of the SVC-RA junction near the sulcus (Fig. 3B ). During bifocal stimulation, both sites were driven simultaneously ( Fig. 3C ). Comparisons between electrically driven and spontaneous depolarizations were compared, as were surface P waves.
Activation Sequence Maps
A computer program was used to determine local activation times from unipolar tracings. Peak negative derivatives of the major deflection of nonpolymorphic unipolar complexes were taken as the time of local activation. For electrogTams exhibiting complex polyphasic waveforms, the -dV/dtnux of the major deflection was used. Electro-gTams were temporally related to the reference electrogram with the earliest activation time designated time zero. ASM were displayed as a sequence of different time zones (patterns).
Potential Distribution Maps
Reference baseline for calculation of the potential at each point was obtained from the immediately preceding TP segment for most cycle lengths. Baseline associated L2 FIGURE 3. Electrical stimulation of depolarization from unifocal and bifocal sites. ASM (above) and PDM (below) are shown for superior unifocal stimulation, inferior unifocal stimulation, and bifocal stimulation in panels A, B, and C, respectively. The instant displayed for each PDM corresponds to the time of earliest detectable activation in the companion ASM. Voltages less than -0.2 mV are indicated by black numbers, and voltages greater than +0.2 mV are indicated by white numbers. Note the correspondence between the sites of earliest activation in the ASM and earliest negativity in the PDM. In panel C, there are two separate sites of early negativity. Compare this map with those of spontaneous impulse origin in Figure 4 . with short cycle lengths was contaminated by the preceding T wave, so the point at the nadir between T and P was taken as the reference baseline. The instantaneous raw voltages for each of the 360 points were displayed for each millisecond, beginning 10 msec before and for 20 msec after the onset of atrial depolarization, as detected by the earliest peak negative derivative (time zero) in ASM. The noise level was ±0.2 mV.
Format for Comparison of ASM and PDM
Any method for comparing ASM and PDM, short of showing multiple PDM for each example, represents a compromise between emphasis of certain data and loss of other data. The earliest activation times detected in the ASM were used as reference time zero, even though evidence of primary potential negativity occurred 2-4 msec earlier in the PDM. The use of ASM and time zero as the primary reference was based on the rationale that ASM are a more frequently used and universally accepted method for presenting activation data. However, this format results in the use of negative time in the earliest PDM relative to time zero in the ASM. This relation between early potential negativity, followed by a rapid negative deflection, is emphasized in the top electrograms of The format of both the ASM and PDM was chosen to emphasize the primary focus of this study-the location of the sites of impulse origin, and comparisons of these locations with the sites of primary negativity. To accomplish this, a single instantaneous PDM, most representative of this feature, was selected for comparison with the ASM. In most figures, the equipotential distribution and the zone of positive-negative transition in the PDM cannot be compared with the instantaneous boundaries of activation designated for the 0-, 5-, and 10-msec instants. In several figures, areas of negativity originating as primary negativity at a single electrode site had already expanded beyond the point of primary negativity. Thus, a single PDM during MCO may demonstrate only the approximate position of earlier primary negativity. The larger areas of negativity in the PDM represent progression of epicardial breakthrough departing the sites of primary negativity. The only way to present all of these data would have been to show the entire evolution of all separate sites of negativity for each example figure, requiring many more PDM. One example of this evolution is shown ( Fig. 4 ). For this presentation, the expanding areas of negativity illustrated in these figures always begin from a smaller area of primary negativity located more centrally, unless otherwise specified. 0 5 10 15ms
FIGURE 4. Evolution of the potential distribution during MCO. The ASM in panel A demonstrates two sites of impulse ongin, one infenorly at 0 msec and a second site activating slightly later at the superior cavo-appendicutar junction. Note the widespread dissemination of the wavefront by 15 msec. Panels B through F demonstrate the evolution of the potential fields subsequent to onset of primary negativity which began at -3 msec, just before the map in panel B. Note the two sites of focal primary negativity in the PDM which correspond closely to the two sites of ongin in the ASM As activation progresses, the two negative regions expand. However, intermediate positive potentials persist between the negative fields for 12 msec until merging of the two wavefronts (panel F). Compare these maps with those produced by unifocal and bifocal atrial stimulation in Figure 3 . In most of the other figures, only single PDM, several milliseconds after onset of primary negativity, are shown. In each case, the evolution of negativity began at focal points and expanded from those sites as typified by this figure.
Results
Relation between Sites of Initial Activation and Primary Negativity
Both ASM and PDM have certain Limitations in the precision with which they identify the site of depolarization activity. Isochrones in ASM are approximations of wavefront locations at specifically designated times, 0, 5, 10 msec, etc., arrived at by interpolation between actual time values determined from the instantaneous -dV/dt^x of unipolar waveforms at each location (Fig. 1A) . In PDM, the wavefront is accurately defined by the zone of positive-negative transition in regions of high potential gradient in which the distance between positive and negative fields is narrow. In regions of low potential gradient, where positive and negative fields are not close together, the position of the wavefront is less accurately defined. Given any specific instant, it may be difficult to compare the two methods of arriving at the position of the wavefront. In certain maps of early activation, one may encounter the same time of -dV/dt max at several locations. In such a map, it is possible to compare the location of the particular instantaneous isochrone connecting these times with the location of the transition zone between positive and negative potential fields existing at that same moment (Fig. IB) . The positive-negative transition zone in the PDM leads the zone of -dV/dtmax (broken line isochrone). The broken line isochrone in Figure IB corresponds to the boundary of the 5msec isochrone in Figure 1A . At certain locations, the distance between the isochrone and the zone of positive-negative transition is less than at other areas. This difference is less obvious at regions distant to the 0-points and with later activation times in later PDM. Note the relation between the electrogram and the zones of positive-negative transition and -dV/dtmax. This temporal difference is most obvious in the electrograms where the initial deflection in an area of primary negativity (electrode position 1) is a slow down-sloping event which precedes the faster -dV/dt,™. PDM indicated that epicardial activity occurred 1.76 ± 1.59 msec (mean ± SD) earlier than the 0-points determined for ASM.
In the absence of zones of positive-negative transition, wavefronts were identified within totally negative fields by the presence of relative maxima. These corresponded to points of less negative potential in the maps and to upward deflections or notches in the negative slopes of the unipolar electrograms.
There can also be a spatial difference between the site of earliest activation as determined from the -dV/dtmax in ASM and the position of primary negativity in PDM. In Figure IB , primary negativity occurred at electrode position 1, whereas the earliest -dV/dtnuu, occurred at position 2. In 245 out of 260 sets of maps (94%), the sites of impulse origin (as determined by ASM) were located within one electrode position of the sites of primary negativity (as determined by PDM). The average difference was 1.91 ± 1.3 mm. Comparison of the number of origin sites to the number of sites of primary negativity indicated that a difference occurred in only five of 260 maps. In three cases, the number of 0-points exceeded the number of sites of primary negativity (1.2%); in two cases, sites of primary negativity exceeded the number of 0-points (0.8%). Figure 3 compares the effects of unifocal and bifocal pacing. Activation maps resulting from unifocal pacing at the site of spontaneous impulse origin from the SN typically resulted in a single wavefront departing the site of stimulation (panel A). Similarly, unifocal stimulation from sites below the SN, associated with spontaneous origin at slower rates due to vagal stimulation, also resulted in a solitary inferior wavefront as shown in panel B. Panels A and B demonstrate the accompanying PDM which exhibit only one area of primary negativity occurring at the site of stimulation. Multiple wavefronts or more than one area of primary negativity were not observed in ASM and PDM, as long as stimulation was confined to one atrial site. Another finding of unifocal stimulation was that propagation velocities ranged between 0.3 and 1.2 m/sec. No evidence of extremely rapid velocities in the range of 2-3 m/sec were noted.
Effects of Unifocal and Bifocal Atrial Stimulation on Activation Sequence and Potential Distribution
ASM obtained with bifocal atrial stimulation resulted in the presence of two discrete sites of origin which expanded into two separate wavefronts which merged by 10-15 msec (panel C). Resultant PDM demonstrated two separate sites of primary negativity and multiple sites of initial positivity abutting or surrounding the negative fields. Expansion of the negative zones with progression of activation usually was associated with positive potential fields in between the two negative fields. These areas of intermediate positivity persisted until the two separate wavefronts merged.
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Comparisons of ASM and PDM during Spontaneous MCO
The sequence of evolution of potential distribution during MCO for another animal is shown in Figure 4 . The ASM in panel A demonstrates two sites of impulse origin posteriorly, separated by a distance of 20 mm. At 10 msec, there were still two separate depolarization wavefronts which merged by 15 msec. The progressive evolution of the potential field in this dog is illustrated by the series of instantaneous PDM at successive stages of atrial depolarization (panels B through F).The map in panel B indicates the distribution 2 msec before the earliest -dV/dtmax occurred at any site in the ASM. The bifocal sites of primary negativity shown in panel B expanded into progressively larger areas of negativity representing subsequent epicardial breakthrough in panels C through F. Although these larger areas could no longer be considered sites of primary negtivity, they expanded directly from the two original foci. Comparison of the isochronous boundaries in the ASM (panel A) with the zones of positivenegative transition for the 0-, 5-, and 10-msec instants again demonstrates that evidence of depolarization has extended further in the PDM than in the ASM. The evolution of the potential distribution demonstrated that the widely separated sites of negativity were associated with a zone of intermediate positivity. This intermediate positive zone disappeared with coalescence of the two negative areas at 10 msec in the PDM, indicating merging of the two wavefronts in panel F. This series of PDM, and the expansion of the areas of primary negativity into larger negative zones with progressive epicardial breakthrough, were typical of that evolution observed in the maps shown in all of the other figures presented. Compare this with Figure 3 (bifocal stimulation). The maps of both spontaneous and paced depolarization show two areas of primary negativity separated by distances greater than 20 mm with surrounding and intermediate positive potentials.
In Figure 5 , simultaneous origin of depolarization occurred from two widely separated sites on the posterolateral RA and SVC along with a third site at the anterior SVC-RA junction, activating 5 msec later. Thus, the ASM indicates three widely separated sites of impulse origin resulting in three separate wavefronts which merged by 10 msec. The instantaneous PDM demonstrates the three areas of primary negativity. These sites are widely separated, not only craniocaudally, but also mediolaterally. During the several milliseconds before this instant, only two sites of primary negativity appeared, expanded posteriorly, and were accompanied by closely associated regions of positive potential. The third anterior site appeared 3 msec later at the moment illustrated in this map. Just prior to fusion of the three expanding regions of negativity, these fields were separated by small regions of intermediate positivity. 
Apparent Ultra-Rapid Conduction Velocities:
Discrepancies between ASM and PDM Specific ASM in certain dogs revealed what appeared to be extremely rapid conduction velocities. Comparison PDM in these dogs were useful in pointing out an alternate mechanism. Figure 6A demonstrates an unusually elongated projection of depolarization 20 mm beyond the origin point by 5 msec. In fact, there were several 1-to 2-msec activation times within the 0-to 5-ms time zone. Assuming unifocal impulse origin, this results in an apparent conduction velocity of 4 m/sec. The comparison PDM in panel B demonstrates a second inferior site of primary negativity. The absence of a corresponding 0-point in the ASM was related to the lack of an earlier rapid deflection in any of the electrograms recorded inferiorly along the sulcus terminalis. In this example concealed MCO was revealed by a second lower site of primary negativity in the PDM. In Figure 6B , the third anterior site of early negativity may actually represent a third site of impulse origin.
Dynamics of Impulse Origin and the Effects on the P Wave
ASM and PDM also were compared for different states of impulse origin induced by selected autonomic interventions. Changes in the sites of impulse origin and primary negativity accompanied changes in heart rate. The predominant sites of impulse origin and regions of primary negativity routinely shifted to a new site 1 to 2 cm away. As a result of these major changes in initiating conditions, there were marked changes in the pattern of right atrial activation resulting in changes in the ECG P wave morphology, axis, and duration. An example of this change is shown in Figure 7 . The predominant origin sites in the ASM and the sites of primary negativity in the PDM changed by a distance of approximately 4 cm associated with a change in heart rate of 74. In comparing the two sets of maps for each different pattern of impulse initiation, the areas of primary negativity corresponded to the sites of impulse origin. Inspection of the lead 2 P waves in panels A, B, and C indicated the characteristic change in P FIGURE 6. Ultra rapid conduction vs. MCO. This figure demonstrates two uniquely atypical phenomena. (1) a markedly elongated finger of depolarization progressing from a single O-pomt suggesting extremely rapid and nonuniform conduction, and (2) a discrepancy between the ASM which shoivs one O-pomt and the PDM which shows three sites of primary negativity. Based on the assumption of one site of ongin, a conduction velocity of 4 m/sec (more than three times normal) would be required for the wavefront to travel the 20 mm distance in the 5-msec interval. The additional site of inferior negativity m the PDM indicates a multicentric origin which was not detected by the waveform algorithm m the ASM This finding, although infrequent, was not an isolated event, and could lead to an erroneous conclusion regarding conduction velocity if only the activation map had been produced.
wave morphology due to the change in atrial depolarization brought about by a different pattern of impulse origin. The control initiating conditions and heart rate (163) under pentobarbital anesthesia are shown in panel B. An increase in heart rate due to the infusion of isoproterenol (panel A) was associated with a shift in the dominant site of impulse origin and primary negativity anteriorly. Panel C illustrates the change in initiating conditions and heart rate due to stimulation of the VST. Note that the predominant sites of origin and primary negativity were located inferiorly.
In six animals, it was possible to record beat-tobeat changes in initiating conditions coincident with changes in cycle length which resembled "sinus arrhythmia" (Fig. 8 ). In this group of dogs, fentanyl citrate anesthesia resulted in a slower basic rate with frequent beat-to-beat changes in cycle length. Three cycles exhibiting a change in the cycle length preceding Pi, P2, and P3 are shown in panels 1, 1, and 3. Note the changes in the sites of origin and sites of primary negativity associated with the change from P, to P 2 to P 3 in the ASM (A) and the PDM (B). The shortest cycle (498 msec) was associated with onset of activation and primary negativity at the superior cavo-appendicular junction. The second cycle was lengthened by 38 msec to 536 msec associated with an abrupt exchange in the sites of impulse origin and primary negativity which shifted inferiorly to sites greater than 20 mm below the previous sites. Note the marked change in morphology of P 2 . There was only a very subtle change in the ASM and PDM between panels 2 and 3 reflected by the minimal change in the morphologies between P2 and P3. This minimal change in atrial depolarization and P wave in the last cycle was associated with a change of only 2 msec in cycle length. Although there were two separate 0-points in the ASM of panels 2 and 3, there was but one area of negativity in the accompanying PDM. However, the elongated negative region contained two relative minima, one at each extreme. These evolved from a central area of primary negativity that occurred 7 msec earlier. This contrasts with other examples of MCO in which the PDM demonstrated multiple sites of negativity with intervening positivity. The mechanism of this complexity may be quite different from that shown in previous figures.
During MCO, the P wave represents a fusion event, and subtle differences in the P wave morphology indicate small changes in the degree of fusion of wavefronts originating from two or more sites. However, major changes in P wave morphology, duration, and axis, etc., as shown here, reflect a major change in initiating conditions. This latter degree of change in activation represents exchanging dominance of competing sites of origin, often 1-2 cm apart. This extent of shift in impulse origin was typical in our series of experiments. The total distance covered by the different competing O-points, from the site anterior to the superior cavo-appendicular angle to a site at the intercaval band interiorly, was typically 3-4 cm. Additionally, the different O-points were not distributed in a linear column along the sulcus terminalis, but were offset mediolaterally over a width of approximately 15 mm.
Discussion
Limitations
In early atrial activation, localization of the wavefronts by -dV/dtnux in ASM does not coincide with the zone of positive-negative transition in PDM. PDM imply a more advanced position of the wavefront, at a given instant, close to the time of origin. There is a degree of inexactness as to the precise wavefront position at moments early in atrial depolarization, in conjunction with spontaneous impulse origin. Later in depolarization, when the wavefronts are further from the point of origin, there is very little difference in the -dV/dtma, and the positive-negative transition zone. Since we were interested mainly in impulse origin and early atrial activation, we concentrated on spatial and temporal similarities and differences in the positions of primary negativity and O-points associated with early atrial wavefronts. The differences between ASM and PDM did not obscure the agreement between the two methods in predicting the number (MCO vs. unifocal origin), relative location, and separation of O-points in most maps.
One of the significant limitations is that this study presents an incomplete picture of a complex process, with recording limited to the epicardial surface. Needed are corresponding microelectrode studies of cells located within the areas of primary negativity, 498 FIGURE 8. Changes in impulse origin associated with spontaneous beat-to-beat changes in cycle length. ASM (panel A) and corresponding PDM (panel B) are shown for three successive depolarization cycles in columns 1, 2, and 3. In panel C, the lead 2 ECG illustrates the accompanying change in P morphology associated with each cycle. These maps were processed from 120 electrograms recorded simultaneously for the three successive cycles. In this example, a different electrode configuration was used with set 1 encompassing the area near the inferior pulmonary vein (see Boineau et al., 1983) . The greatest change in ASM and PDM and P waves occurs between cycles 1 and 2, in association with a change in cycle length from 498 to 536 msec. The sites of impulse origin and primary negativity change from the superior cavo-appendicular junction to two infenor sites 20-30 mm distant. A more subtle change in ASM and PDM and P waves occurs between cycles 2 and 3 in association with the 2-msec increase in cycle length Note that the two O-points in the ASM of cycles 2 and 3 are associated with the two corresponding sites of greatest negativity in the PDM. The less negative region in between the two negative peaks represents a relative maximum. This ECC pattern of change in P wave with change in cycle length resembles "sinus arrhythmia."
as well as at points between. However, the present data are useful in demonstrating the need for further studies, indicating the direction of the correlative investigations required, and also pointing out the atrial sites from which to record the key data. Even though thin walled, the atrium is still a tridimensional structure with complex geometry. Recordings limited to the epicardial and endocardial surfaces may not accurately reflect a more complex tridimensional spread of activity. It would be significant if MCO could be demonstrated in isolated, perfused atrial preparations in which the tridimensional geometric complexities were minimized by removing any bridging endocardial strands. Although the limitations imposed by the geometric complexities do not disqualify the observations of multiple separate wavefronts, they do indicate that caution should be observed in relating all such islands of activity to separate pacemakers.
In all previous studies of the atrial epicardial activation sequence, the site of earliest epicardial activity has been referred to as the pacemaker site. Even in studies in which microelectrodes were employed to record intracellular potentials together with the extracellular waveforms, there have been no reported contradictions between sites of pacemakers, as defined by pacemaker potential waveforms, and sites of earliest epicardial negativity or activation (Hariman et al., 1980) . In fact, the earliest site of epicardial activity, as determined from extracellular waveforms, has been used to locate the position for recording pacemaker potentials. However, the demonstration of MCO introduces another level of complexity that precludes the usual assumption of an individual atrial pacemaker in association with each separate 0-point. Other mechanisms such as complex conduction within anisotropic or insulated strands of atrial myocardium-are forced into consideration. Although our previous studies (Boineau et al., 1980 (Boineau et al., , 1980a demonstrated that the function of individual 0-points was preserved after surgical separation, these studies did not include complete isolation of all functional 0-points, and therefore cannot be considered as definitive evidence of MCO. In addition, although Jones ( , 1980 , Randall ( , 1982 , Goldberg (1973) and their coworkers as well as Sealy et al. (1973 Sealy et al. ( , 1979 Sealy et al. ( , 1980 have shown continued atrial pacemaker function after either complete isolation or removal of the SN, the exact locations of the remaining atrial pacemakers in their studies relative to our 0-points is uncertain. Also, they did not observe MCO.
Rationale for Comparing PDM and ASM
Precise localization and timing of earliest activity in ASM is a function of the criteria used to identify that instant from analysis of the morphology of the atrial electrograms. Typically, the point of -d V / dt max is taken as the local activation of the tissue immediately beneath the electrode (Spach et al., 1979) . Timing of earliest activation from simple bimodal waveforms containing a single segment of rapid negative derivative is quite straightforward. However, atrial waveforms are frequently complex or polyphasic, and may manifest two or more deflections of rapid -dV/dt. The logic and decisions for timing based on these waveforms are not straightforward. Interpretation of PDM requires no particular assumptions in detecting early activity, and, therefore, should be superior to ASM. As shown by Spach et al. (1969 Spach et al. ( , 1979 , the instant during atrial depolarization at which the boundary between maximum and minimum potential crossed the electrode in question could be taken as the local activation time for that point. Once depolarization began, voltage continued to build and spread out in an increasing distribution of the maxima and minima. Therefore, the instant of transition from baseline and noise to onset of depolarization was quite apparent in the PDM. This instant typically preceded evidence of early activity in ASM by 2-4 msec.
There were certain specific reasons for comparing ASM and PDM. One objective was to see if multiple sites of primary negativity were present in PDM and coincided spatially and temporally with the multicentric onset of depolarization in ASM. A second reason was to see whether PDM could be used to distinguish between two possible mechanisms of MCO: (1) multiple sites of primary negativity due to the simultaneous firing of a distributed array of separate atrial pacemakers, or (2) multiple sites of secondary negativity signifying the complex conduction and emergence of an impulse formed unifocally at a distance of 1-2 cm away in the SN.
Comparisons of Paced and Spontaneous Depolarizations
Artificial stimulation from one or more atrial sites was used as a point of reference to compare PDM and ASM in which the exact loci of impulse origin were known. The evaluation of the maps resulting from known single-and double-site stimulation compared to maps of spontaneous initiating conditions demonstrated a high degree of similarity. Not only were instantaneous maps comparable, but the evolutionary details of the negative and positive potential distribution were the same. This correspondence does not establish that two or more separate sites of spontaneous impulse origin account for the maps of MCO, since the recording electrodes were limited to the epicardium. However, if multiple widely separated pacemakers are involved, they should generate the same pattern of activation and potential distribution as the maps observed during bifocal pacing.
Significance of Primary Negativity at Single and Multiple Sites
The comparisons between ASM and PDM fell into three general categories: (1) complete agreement between the number and location of sites of primary negativity and 0-points; (2) partial agreement in which there were two or more sites of primary negativity with less than an equal number of corresponding 0-points (0.8%), and (3) partial agreement in which there were two or more 0-points but less than an equal number of primary negativity sites (1.2%).
If, in the maps of spontaneous impulse origin, only one obvious 0-point is associated with one site of primary negativity, this suggests unifocal impulse origin. However, if multiple 0-points in ASM are associated with multiple sites of primary negativity in PDM, separated by one or more centimeters and by an interposing positive potential field, this suggests MCO. In situations in which two 0-points are associated with only one area of primary negativity, or one 0-point is associated with two areas of primary negativity, the interpretations are more difficult and less certain. In the former situation, it would seem more reasonable to conclude unifocal electrogenesis. However, where two widely separated areas of primary negativity occur in the PDM associated with a very elongated, irregular wavefront, seemingly originating from a single eccentrically positioned 0-point in the ASM (Fig. 6) , this could represent bifocal impulse origin in which the spatiotemporal resolution of the activation mapping methods was not sufficiently accurate to detect the second 0point. Lewis et al. (1910 Lewis et al. ( , 1914 defined the region of primary negativity and concluded that it was located near the superior cavo-appendicular angle directly over the sulcus terminalis. Our studies also indicated that primary negativity was frequently located near this junction. Wybauw (1910) located the site of primary negativity along the sulcus but lower, at its midpoint. We also found sites of primary negativity at the midportion of the sulcus terminalis in some dogs. Lewis and Wybauw found the site of primary negativity in each dog to be quite focal. It is noteworthy that-in 3 of 10 dogs- Lewis et al. (1910) indicated that he could not localize a single site of primary negativity and, thus, rejected the data from those dogs in arriving at his conclusions. Retrospectively, and as a result of the present observations on the dynamics of impulse origin, it seems likely that Lewis also experienced changes in the site of impulse initiation. Unlike Lewis and Wybauw, we were able to observe multiple sites of primary negativity (see definition of terms) during a single cycle of atrial depolarization. In some dogs, we noted different sites of primary negativity at different heart rates but only one site for each specific pattern of depolarization. We have previously reported the statistics on the location of sites of impulse origin (Boineau et al., 1983) . Hariman et al. (1980) defined primary negativity as a -dV/dt > 25 mV/sec, not preceded by a positive deflection due to atrial activity. Van der Kooi et al. (1956) demonstrated small 'prepotentials* which preceded the earliest atrial deflections ascribed to SN activity. We were not able to observe these low amplitude deflections in our electrograms recorded from areas of primary negativity. Hariman et al. (1977) , as well as Cramer et al. (1978) , recorded extracellular waveforms demonstrating slow diastolic and upstroke sloping which preceded primary negativity, concluding that these were extracellular pacemaker potentials confined to the area of the SN. They did not observe distant or extranodal pacemaker potentials, nor did they find widely distributed multicentric sites demonstrating pacemaker potentials. They did show that the low-level SN potentials were located within the area of primary negativity. In the present study, we found that the slopes of sites of primary negativity were within the range reported by Hariman et al. (1980) . Because we limited our observations to potentials exceeding ± 0 . 2 mV, we cannot comment on the association between multiple sites of primary negativity and single vs. multiple sites exhibiting extracellular pacemaker potentials, since we did not record the latter. However, there is a definite need to reconcile our observations with the extracellular pacemaker potentials demonstrated by Cramer and Hariman using extensive multielectrode potential distribution mapping of the low amplitude signals.
There is an obvious question of definition of primary negativity when two or more sites of initial negativity are recorded. Our definition of multiple sites of primary negativity is based on: (1) the agreement between our potential data and that of Lewis et al. (1910 Lewis et al. ( , 1914 , Wybauw (1910) , and Hariman et al. (1980) for location of unifocal sites of primary negativity; (2) the similar form of the electrograms and potential distributions for second or multiple sites; (3) the considerable distances of 1-2 cm between two or more sites of primary negativity with intervening positive fields. Whether or not these additional sites of primary negativity reflect the effects of simultaneous and widely separated pacemaker centers, they undoubtedly represent multiple atrial wavefronts. Could these wavefronts be due to Circulation Research/Vol. 54, No. 3, March 1984 some form of complex conduction of impulses originating from a single pacemaker? It is worth emphasizing that the sites of multicentric wavefront origin in ASM do correlate with multiple sites of primary negativity in PDM. To the degree that primary negativity at any single site has been traditionally accepted as evidence for the location of the atrial pacemaker, multiple sites of primary negativity may coincide with multiple widely distributed pacemakers initiating the same atrial fusion beat. Otherwise, even the concept of unifocal primary negativity requires reexaminanon.
As stated by Erlanger (1913) , the site of primary negativity does not represent the location of impulse formation but the point at which the impulse enters the atrial myocardium. The existence of multiple widely distributed areas of primary negativity raises the contention of multiple widely separated pacemakers vs. multiple sites of distant epicardial emergence of impulses from one pacemaker.
Ultra-Rapid Conduction Velocity vs. MCO
In certain animals, we observed an unusual combination of findings. First, the ASM of these dogs demonstrated what appeared to be extraordinarily rapid conduction velocities of early asymmetrically elongated wavefronts originating from a single site of origin, the SN area (Fig. 6A) . In Figure 6A , the conduction velocity of the wavefront is more than three times the maximum velocity for electrically driven depolarization from a unifocal stimulus.
In these same dogs, there was an apparent discrepancy between the ASM and PDM. As shown in Figure 6B , what appeared to be extremely rapid conduction from a unifocal origin in the ASM was actually the result of MCO. These findings suggest that what has previously been described as rapid conduction velocities in spontaneous rhythms exceeding the 1.2 m/sec maximum of paced depolarizations may have been in error. Too few electrodes and an insufficient coverage and spatial resolution over the active area may have contributed to this error. The significance of these findings is that which may have been accepted as functional evidence of specialized atrial conduction pathways may have been due to undetected MCO.
Although Lewis et al. (1914) is credited with characterizing activation from the SN as uniform, examination of his measurements indicates a great deal of uneven conduction in each of the individual animals studied. He recorded conduction velocities varying from 0.8 to 1.9 m/sec in the same dog, and this degree of variation was present in a significant number of his experiments. Sano and Yamagjshi (1965) reported a maximum conduction velocity of 0.7 m/sec for atrial tissue and described an incremental range progressing from 0.1 to 0.7 m/sec related to increasing distance from the SN. They noted a 'strange phenomenon' in which a marked difference was found in the conduction velocity between spontaneously initiated and electrically driven depolarization. The conduction velocity associated with spontaneous activation was almost twice that of driven depolarization. These differences in the conduction velocity of spontaneously initiated and electrically driven depolarization are confirmed in our studies. This apparent dichotomy, as well as the extremely rapid velocities of 1.9 m/sec reported by Lewis, and 2.5 to 4.0 m/sec in this study in certain animals, can be explained if one assumes that a multicentric origin of depolarization is present. As can be seen by examination of Figure 6 , activation mapping methods, even using a high density electrode matrix, may fail to identify a second 0-point. This is due to a combination of inadequate spatial coverage, as well as the decision-logic regarding the identification of local activation in individual waveforms. However, the widely disseminated wavefront at 5 msec resulted from a second site of undetected impulse origin which was revealed as a second area of primary negativity in the PDM. Spach et al. (1979) demonstrated a relatively consistent upper range of conduction velocities between 0.7 and 1.1 m/sec in their studies of electrically driven depolarization. We confirm their findings for unifocal pacing. However, using bifocal padng / it is possible to produce patterns of rapid dissemination of early wavefronts which would have resulted in calculated velocities exceeding 2 m/sec, if only one site of origin were assumed. Therefore, it seems possible that both the rapid velocities recorded by Lewis et al. (1914) , and the dichotomous velocities noted by Sano and Yamagishi (1965) , were due to undetected MCO during spontaneous depolarization in some of their experiments. The inconsistent activation data indicate another purpose of potential distribution mapping for the detection of multiple sites of primary negativity, where ASM do not show MCO. It remains to be shown whether or not all examples of conduction velocities in excess of 1.2 m/sec are due to MCO; the results of unifocal and bifocal pacing however, support this hypothesis.
The ASM of panels 2 and 3 of Figure 8 show two separate 0-points within the 0-to 5-msec time zone. In contrast to MCO in the maps of Figures 4 through 7, the mechanism here may be quite different. The accompanying PDM show two relative minima within the negative field; however, this complex distribution evolved from a single centrally located site of primary negativity which began 7 msec earlier. It should be emphasized that in all of the other PDM, the multiple areas of primary negativity did not evolve from an earlier, single area of negativity, nor were they examples of relative minima situated within a single negative field. Thus, the conditions in Figure 8 may represent an example in which MCO in the ASM actually results from anisotropic or preferential conduction. Spach et al. (1979) have described multiple relative minima in studies of the potential distribution of isolated ventricular myocardium. They demonstrated that, in a special case of geometric anisotropy, rapid preferential conduction may result in a negative elliptical potential distribution and the development of two relative minima at the extreme ends of the negative field. With a computer simulation, they were able to show that the multiple relative minima developing from a single area of primary negativity represented the inhomogeneous transmembrane current distribution and was related to different conduction velocities in the two directions of propagation at the surface of their preparations. Therefore, it seems likely, from the work of Spach, that these two maps in Figure 8 represent examples of anisotropic or preferential conduction, rather than MCO. This emphasizes the importance of knowing the potential distribution associated with depolarization, and indicates one of the inherent limitations of ASM. The conduction velocity calculated from the PDM of Figure 8 was 1.5 m/sec, and this is an upper limit. If this represents anisotropic conduction and not MCO, it is the fastest example of preferential conduction observed in these studies. However, if the impulse had actually started centrally 1-2 msec earlier, but was not detected because of our mapping resolution, then the conduction velocity would be 1.3 m/sec or less, closer to our upper limits calculated from paced depolarizations. It logically follows that all the other examples of MCO associated with multiple sites of primary negativity in the PDM do not represent anisotropic conduction.
Summary of Evidence Supporting Presence of MCO
The evidence for MCO from a distributed complex of a trial pacemakers is: (1) the onset of epicardial atrial depolarization and primary negativity occurring at several widely separated sites simultaneously and before the onset of the P wave in the ECG; (2) studies by Hariman et al. (1980) showing that within a single area of primary negativity there exist pacemaker-like potentials; (3) a consistent parallel between the unipolar waveforms and the potential distributions at the SN and extranodal sites of primary negativity; (4) absence of detectable initial positivity preceding the negativity which is consistent with no evidence of wavefronts approaching the epicardial sites from a distant pacemaker; (5) apparent differences in conduction velocity between paced and spontaneous depolarization correlating with multiple sites of primary negativity; (6) activation dynamics in which the site of earliest activity is intrinsically linked to rate.
The latter observations on the dynamics of depolarization represent the most convincing evidence of a distributed pacemaker origin of the wavefronts. Assuming a multicentric pacemaker system, the simultaneous change in both site and function are readily explained by an exchange of pacemaker dominance which would account for the intrinsic link between the two. However, the assumption of a unifocal (SN) pacemaker would necessitate two further conditions to explain dynamic MCO: (1) a rate-dependent differential change in. conduction velocity or block in the pathways linking a single site of impulse formation to multiple sites of distant primary negativity, and (2) epicardially concealed conduction (at the present resolution) for distances up to 2 cm from the site of impulse formation. The improbability of these two conditions places rather tight constraints on specialized conduction as a mechanism of MCO. Geometric complexities which can be a factor in nonuniform conduction in the atrium are an unlikely mechanism of MCO in the thin-walled SVC where this phenomenon is seen most.
The dynamic changes can be interpreted assuming a multicentric pacemaker model in which the change in activation is due to a suppression of the upper pacemaker with emerging dominance of a lower pacemaker. These data have implicated a mechanism for spontaneous change in cycle length inconsistent with a totally sinus origin of the atrial impulse, and have shown that this complex exchange of origin is reflected in the surface P wave. Other studies by Moore et al. (1980) have suggested a purely sinus origin of such rhythms. Thus, there may well be two different mechanisms of beat-tobeat change in cycle length. Human ECGs during sinus arrhythmia often, but not always, demonstrate changes in P wave configuration. Because of low amplitude of the P wave in standard ECGs, changes in its morphology may not be detected.
An Atrial Pacemaker Complex Hypothesis
By a multicentric pacemaker complex, we mean that the atrial wavefront of a single depolarization cycle can originate from several widely spaced atrial pacemakers. The system of atrial pacemakers is considerably more extensive than the SN, in that it is widely distributed, both craniocaudally and mediolaterally, and covers an area 10-15 times that of any SN distribution reported for the dog (James, 1962; Boineau et al., 1978 Boineau et al., , 1980a Boineau et al., , 1980b Schuessler et al., 1980) . This distribution covers a 180° arc beginning at the anterosuperior SVC-RA junction, near the medial insertion of Bachmann's bundle, and extends inferiorly to the level of the IVC. The result of the pacemaker complex is an elegant system with extensive redundancy and multiple levels of functional response which would not be possible in a system of pacemakers confined to the area of identifiable SN. The dynamic behavior of the pacemaker complex contrasts with the present concept of primacy and subsidiarity. Certain of the extranodal components of the atrial pacemaker complex are definitely not subsidiary to the AVN or His-Purkinje system, or even the coronary sinus pacemakers. Also, they dominate the SN at physiological rate extremes, suggesting that extranodal atrial pacemaker sites may be as important as the SN at certain heart rates. Another result of a widely distributed system of pacemakers undergoing simultaneous im-Circulation Research/Vo/. 54, No. 3, March 1984 pulse origin is rapid dissemination of early activation wavefronts. This takes the place of a specialized conduction system, and would tend to minimize conduction delays which could predispose the atrium to reentrant arrhythmias.
Questions relative to the mechanisms of functional (rate) differentiation and integration (control) of such a pacemaker network are unanswerable at this time. However, it has not escaped our attention that the atrial circulation and nerves are distributed to supply maximum input to the 15 by 45 mm area of cavo-atrial tissue bordering the sulcus terminalis and encompassing all of the 0-points and sites of primary negativity. Also, from studies in progress, it has become apparent that the shifts in impulse origin and accompanying changes in rate are related to quantitative differenes in the neural or circulating stimuli delivered to the atrium. This implies a quantitative difference in receptor modulation at each site. Not only is this additional evidence of a distributed pacemaker system, but it may relate to the mechanism for anatomic-functional differentiation of the hierarchy, coordination of the distributed activity, and the control of heart rate in response to complex and changing demands.
